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Toulouse, France

Introduction

Application Note

Historically, the Beer industry has always
produced beer with a wide and varied range of
color and flavor profiles, traditionally achieved
by the use of special hops and malts. Based
on different methods such as classical
analytical techniques and the opinion of taste
or sensory panel, the selection of raw
materials like hops or malts can be strictly
controlled.
The importance of this application to the
brewing industry has resulted in trials to
investigate the ability of the Electronic Nose to
discriminate the hop varieties and select
quality of raw materials.
In the brewing
industry, raw materials are selected as a
function of the final product expected: Lagers
beer, or beers with special aroma and flavor
qualities. The quality of the final product is
mainly assessed by its aroma and flavor.
The FOX 4000 electronic nose has been used
to study hop samples. Five classes of products
have been studied: Two pure hops and three
blends.
Alpha MOS Electronic Nose is an analytical
instrument designed for fast vapor and odor
determination of complex samples matrices.
The instrument combines multiple gas sensor
technologies and prediction software to
provide quantitative and qualitative odor
analysis with minimal sample preparation.

Analysis of the Samples
The premise of the FOX is to correlate
instrument data with traditional component
analysis techniques and/or with sensory panel
input as means to more quickly quantify
complex sample matrix.
The following is a typical methodology and
operating conditions:
Thirty five analyses have been performed (5
per class of sample). Samples A and B are
hop products; C, D and E are the blends.
In the following table, the percentage of hop A
and B in each blend are indicated
A

B

D

75%

25%

C

50%

50%

E

25%

75%

Figure 1 shows typical acquisition profiles for
measuring two pure hop varieties A and B
All analyses were performed using standard
sampling and analysis conditions.
The FOX 4000 was configured with 18 sensors
and the automated sampling system
Odorscanner 100. A portion of the headspace
of each sample were injected in the FOX and
measured for 120 seconds.

Figure 1: Sensor response of two pure hops
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Results

Conclusion

The sensor responses obtained were reduced
to a pattern (one point per sensor). A data
base was constructed with all the patterns of
the various samples types and used to perform
the data treatment to compare the samples.

Results indicate that the Electronic Nose, by
using statistical analysis has successfully
classified hops according to flavor pattern and
blending levels.
The beer industry commonly uses sensory or
taste panels for product quality assessment.
Following a training period and validation step,
the FOX system could assess the quality and
selection of raw materials in the brewing
industry and identify improperly manufactured
products.

Statistical Results
The classification by quality and blend was
performed with a factorial discriminant analysis
on the different groups.
A statistical model is created using the FOX
software to define the sample groups for each
origin of product:
- Pure hops
- Blend hops.
Figure 2 shows that the samples groups are
clearly defined, the groupings for the samples
are consistent and well correlated to the type
of hops and the blending levels.
40

Applications have been shown for the
evaluation of incoming raw materials based on
quality; The ability of the FOX system to give a
quick answer and assist in acceptance or
rejection of the raw materials has been
demonstrated. Additional application of the
FOX system in the brewing industry could
include shelf life stability study and potential
packaging interaction.
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Figure 2: Factorial Discriminant Analysis of sample groups
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